ROAD STRIPING LEGEND

1. ST DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
2. 5" SOLID WHITE LINE
3. 5" DASHED WHITE LINE (2 FT LINE/3 FT SPACE/4 FT LANE)
4. 3" WIDE EMERGENCY TRACKS (2 FT LINE/3 FT SPACE/4 FT LANE)
5. 10" YELLOW WASH MARKER (2 FT SPACING MAX AREA)
6. 24" WHITE STOP BAR
7. 5" SOLID YELLOW LINE BURNISHED YELLOW LINE (2 FT LINE/3 FT SPACE/4 FT LANE)

NOTES:
1. ALL NEW AND REVISED STRIPING TO BE THERMOPLASTIC.
2. FOR CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS OF MD ROUTE 108 SEE PLANS FROM WALLACE MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, HOWARD COUNTY SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICT (SCD) TRACKING NUMBER GP-05-51.
ROAD STRIPING LEGEND

1. 3" DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
2. 3" SOLID WHITE LINE
3. 3" PACHED WHITE LINE
4. 3/4" SOLID SPACED WHITE LINE
5. 6" WIDE PUYLY MARKER
6. 4" SOLID SPACED LINE
7. 12" YELLOW PUYLY MARKER
8. 4" BY SPACING AT ANGLES
9. 24" WIDE STOP BAR
10. 3/4" SOLID YELLOW LINE ALONG TYPICAL YELLOW LINE (SY LINE/SY SPACED SY LINE)